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MANUSCRIPTS & GRANTS

THE GRANT CYCLE

HOW IT'S SUPPOSED TO WORK:

WRITE GRANT → GET $ → DO RESEARCH → PUBLISH RESULTS

(RPEAT)

HOW IT REALLY WORKS:

DO RESEARCH

GET RESULTS BUT DONT PUBLISH THEM YET. CALL THEM "PRELIMINARY RESULTS"

WRITE GRANT TO DO WHAT YOU ALREADY DID

GET $→ USE $ TO PAY FOR AN UNRELATED NEW PROJECT

OK, NOW YOU CAN PUBLISH RESULTS

SUBMISSION

CRITICAL EVALUATION

REVISION

ACCEPTED, FUNDED

WWW.PHDCOMICS.COM
Overview

11:55 am – 12:20 pm

*Giving and Responding to Criticism of Your Manuscript: Perspectives From an Editor*
Martha Furie, PhD
Professor of Pathology, Medical Genetics & Microbiology
Editor-in-Chief, American Journal of Pathology
Stony Brook University

12:20 pm – 12:45 pm

*Giving and Responding to Criticism of Your Grant: Perspectives From a Study Section Chair*
Daniel Remick, MD
Professor of Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
Boston University

12:45 pm – 1:15 pm

*Interactive Table Discussions*
Discuss your experiences with critical evaluations in manuscripts and grants.
Experts are seated at each table.

1:15 pm – 1:45 pm

*Group Discussion*
Share your experiences with the group!

---

*Table Experts*
Sayee Anakk, PhD
Diane Bielenberg, PhD
Chhavi Chauhan, PhD
Martha Furie, PhD
Jonathan Homeister, MD, PhD

Linda McManus, PhD
Bill Muller, MD, PhD
Titus Reaves, PhD
Dan Remick, MD
Kevin Roth, MD, PhD
Greg Tsongalis, PhD
Special Thanks

American Association of Anatomists (AAA)

ASIP Education Committee

ASIP Committee for Career Development and Diversity

*Special thanks to Cecelia Yates, Chair*

ASIP Staff, especially Lisa McFadden
Discussion

12:45 pm – 1:15 pm  
**Interactive Table Discussions**  
Discuss your experiences with critical evaluations in manuscripts and grants. Experts are seated at each table.

1:15 pm – 1:45 pm  
**Group Discussion**  
Share your experiences with the group!

**Handouts** include a selection of reviewer critiques and author responses from three grants and two manuscripts. Each grant was ultimately funded, and each manuscript was accepted for publication. Please discuss with members at your table.

- How would you respond to similar questions?
- Do you agree with the authors’ response?
- Would you respond differently?
- Feel free to share experiences with your own critiques.

**Table Experts**

- Sayee Anakk, PhD
- Diane Bielenberg, PhD
- Chhavi Chauhan, PhD
- Martha Furie, PhD
- Jonathan Homeister, MD, PhD
- Linda McManus, PhD
- Bill Muller, MD, PhD
- Titus Reaves, PhD
- Dan Remick, MD
- Kevin Roth, MD, PhD
- Greg Tsongalis, PhD

---

**3GK Annual AIDS/AA Cancer Development and Mentoring Program**  
Giving and Receiving Critical Evaluations of Manuscripts and Grants

The group includes a selection of reviewer critiques and author responses from three grants and two manuscripts. Each grant was ultimately funded, and each manuscript was accepted for publication. Please discuss with members at your table.

- How would you respond to similar questions?
- Do you agree with the authors’ response?
- Would you respond differently?
- Feel free to share experiences with your own critiques.